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Abstract
Despite being regarded as the most comprehensive theory in understanding individual technology adoption – UTAUT2 theory
with growing number of citations and impetus beyond IS domain face strong criticism on usage of the model in its entirety. This
study located UTAUT2 based empirical studies in the Scopus and Web of Science bibliographic database through citied reference
search in order to evaluate appropriate usage of UTAUT2 constructs. The meta-analysis results spanning across 60 studies with
more than 122,000 cumulative observations found BI➔UB as the strongest path with all significant values. PE➔BI emerged as
the most utilized path with most significant values underscoring the emphasis placed by consumers on utilitarian value.
Meanwhile, with most non-significant path values the future usage of EE➔BI path is been cautioned and questioned. Finally,
trust, personal innovativeness, perceived risk, attitude, and self-efficacy were found as the five topmost UTAUT2 extensions.
Keywords Meta-analysis . UTAUT2 . Citation analysis . Consumer acceptance . Information technology

1 Introduction
In recent decades, Information Technology (IT) has stretched
beyond the organisational boundary to the hands of consumers
primarily driven by mobile phones penetration across the
globe. Mobile technologies comprising 5 billion unique mobile
subscribes emerged as the largest form of consumer technology worldwide in 2017, connecting two third of global population to Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
(Gsmaintelligence 2017). Despite the scale of ICT, understanding “why” individuals embrace these technologies and “why
not” has been continuous concern for research and practice.
This highlights the depiction of individual information systems
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(IS) adoption research as one of the mature research stream in
the contemporary IS research arena (Venkatesh et al. 2007;
Williams et al. 2009). In order to explain individual IS/IT
adoption and use, researchers over these decades have proposed plethora of competing theories and models. This includes popular theories such as: Theory of Reasoned Action
(TRA), the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), theory of
planned behaviour (TPB), Diffusion of Innovation (DoI) theory, and Model of Personal Computer Utilization (MPCU) to
name a few. Researchers have either adopted or adapted these
theories to examine adoption and diffusion related issues in
multitudes of context ranging from societal (Dwivedi and
Williams 2008; Hossain et al. 2018; Weerakkody et al. 2009,
2017), to organisational (Martins et al. 2016), and individual
scenario (Dwivedi et al. 2006; Kizgin et al. 2018; Slade et al.
2014). This multitude of context and theory presented new
challenge of plurality to IS researchers in terms of selecting
appropriate theory while undertaking a new study (Dwivedi
et al. 2015; Tamilmani et al. 2017).
Venkatesh et al. (2003) developed comprehensive Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) to
address the issue of plurality based on exhaustive review of
eight dominant technology adoption models after elimination
of similar/redundant constructs (see Venkatesh et al. 2003 for
review). UTAUT theory was developed in the organisational
context emphasizing on the utilitarian value (extrinsic motivation) of organisational users. UTAUT model was later
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extended to consumer context emphasizing on the hedonic
value (intrinsic motivation) of technology users incorporating
three new constructs such as: hedonic motivation, price value,
and habit into original UTAUT and popularly refereed as
UTAUT2 (see Venkatesh et al. 2012 for review). Despite its
recent introduction in the year 2012, UTAUT2 has already
garnered more than 5000 citations in Google Scholar alone,
it has been frequently cited in IS and other fields, thus
emphasising its impact on IS and beyond. Nevertheless,
UTAUT2 is faced with similar problem as its predecessor
UTAUT yielding inconsistent results essentially for the same
research question (i.e. Understanding individual technology
adoption). King and He (2005) noticed this problem are not
confined only to IS domain but prevalent in many other mature research streams such as social sciences. They also observed, in comparison to social and behavioural sciences; IS
researchers scarcely employed Meta-analysis – a quantitative
literature synthesis technique used in mature research streams
for knowledge accumulation through integration of results
from previous findings and studies(Glass 1976; Kapoor
et al. 2014).
The preceding discussion underscores the centrality of two
major things. First, UTAUT2 as most comprehensive theory
in understanding individual technology adoption and use.
Second, meta-analysis technique as a tool to shed light on
operationalization of established theoretical models through
collation, analysis, and synthesis of existing research findings
(Dwivedi et al., 2017). Meta-analysis technique is gaining
attention from IS scholars, but most of existing metaanalysis studies focused on established theories such as
TAM (King and He 2006; Ma and Liu 2004) and UTAUT
(Dwivedi et al. 2011; Taiwo and Downe 2013). There is necessity for similar effort on UTAUT2 theory, which is gaining
popularity in IS research arena. Such an effort will test the
boundary conditions of various UTAUT2 path relationships
and shed light on their (non)significance. This will provide
fruitful directions to future researchers on operationalizing
the constructs while adapting UTAUT2 as base model across
various context. Thus, the aim of this study is to fulfil this
research gap and conduct meta-analysis of studies that have
citied and utilized UTAUT2 theory/constructs. The objective
of this study will be achieved through the following steps:
1) Locating studies that not only citied but used UTAUT2
theory, 2) Calculating mean reliability of UTAUT2 constructs to evaluate their consistency across studies, and 3)
Computing effect sizes of zero-order correlation and path
coefficients (β) using comprehensive meta-analysis software to understand (non)significance of various UTAUT2
structural relationships.
The remaining sections of this paper are outlined as follows: The next section 2 provide literature synthesis on
meta-analytic studies on popular technology adoption
models; Section 3 describes research methodology employed

to select studies for meta-analysis; The succeeding Section 4
presents findings obtained using comprehensive metaanalysis; The penultimate section 5 presents discussion, implications for theory and practice, followed by limitations
and directions for future research. The paper ends with conclusion in section 6.

2 Related Work
Information Systems was conceived as an applied discipline
up until the last century primarily drawing upon other reference disciplines such as: psychology, mathematics, computer
and management science to name a few (Baskerville and
Myers 2002). However, this conventional wisdom has
changed as IS discipline has come of age reaching maturity
with native theories (e.g. TAM, UATUT) to emerge as reference discipline for others on its own right (Baskerville and
Myers 2002). This adds IS to the elite list of mature research
stream facing a peculiar problem adding empirical results to
the existing pile of information rather than efforts to discover
untapped knowledge in completed research findings.
Literature synthesis technique like meta-analysis comes to
the forefront in such scenarios as knowledge accumulation
in matures research streams equally depends upon integration
of research findings from the existing studies (Glass 1976). It
allows both significant and non-significant effects to be
analysed through accumulation of various results taking the
relative sample and effect size into consideration. Thus, the
overall result on the performance of the theory/model is considered more accurate and credible due to the overarching
span of the analysis (King and He 2006). In this case, the
model under investigation is UTAUT2.
Davis (1989), TAM model based on TRA with more than
40,000 citations is considered as one of the first native and
popular theory in the Information Systems discipline.
Researchers had made continuous effort from beginning of
this century to synthesize results based on the TAM
employing both systematic literature review (Lee et al. 2003;
Legris et al. 2003), and meta-analysis techniques (King and
He 2006; Ma and Liu 2004). The meta-analysis of King and
He (2006) including as much as 88 published studies (highest
among all TAM review studies) from 1500 citations is the
most comprehensive literature synthesis to date. This seminal
TAM meta-analysis manuscript analysed more than 12,000
observations and provided powerful evidence that perceived
usefulness has profound effect on behavioural intention to the
extent it mediated the effect of ease of use on most instances.
In addition, the moderator analysis on various technology user
groups suggested that “student” users may be used as surrogate for professional users, but not in the case of “general”
users of technology. In terms of technology use contexts, the
moderating effect of internet use was found to be different for
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job task applications, general uses, and office applications.
Hence the results from studies based on internet context
should not be generalized to studies on other contexts and vice
versa (King and He 2006).
There are also substantial amount of meta-analysis and
systematic review studies on the another popular native technology adoption theory UTAUT (Dwivedi et al. 2011; Faaeq
et al. 2013; Rana et al. 2017; Taiwo and Downe 2013) revealing noteworthy findings on performance of the model and
convergence and divergence of the path relationships. For
instance systematic review of 450 UTAUT citations revealed
that only 43 articles (around 10%) utilized the theory and the
remaining 407 articles (90%) employed it for general citation
purpose (Williams et al. 2011). In addition, systematic review
on a larger number, 1267 UTAUT citations revealed only 62
studies (approximately 5%) utilized the theory and remaining
1205 studies (comprising 95%) just cited the article for general purposes (Venkatesh et al. 2016). The systemic review
also found even if researchers employed UTAUT constructs
for empirical evaluation they rarely included moderators in
their research model. Along the same lines, Venkatesh et al.
(2016) omitted moderators while proposing generalized baseline model to evaluate future technology acceptance. Several
studies conducted meta-analysis on UTAUT model to measure their performance and revealed inconsistences among
their path relationships and underperformance of the theory
on many instances. For instance, Dwivedi et al. (2011) metaanalysis on 43 UTAUT empirical studies found the predictive
strength of UTAUT relationships to be lesser in comparison to
the original model. Meanwhile, Taiwo and Downe (2013)
meta-analysis found that performance expectancy and
behavioural intention as the only strongest UTAUT path
relationship. Finally, Faaeq et al. (2013) meta-analysis divulged the difficulty in generalizing UTAUT theory as same
variables yielded different results across countries with different cultural background.
The preceding review on meta-analytic studies reveal performance expectancy/perceived usefulness as the strongest
driver behind individual intention to use focal technology. In
addition, results obtained from one technology user type are
not generalizable universally to all type of technology users.
Furthermore, the predictive ability of technology acceptance
models and their various path relationships can vary depend
on the context such as difference in culture. Therefore, metaanalysis on UTAUT2 theory can reveal noteworthy findings
and actionable insights to researches in the technology acceptance arena.

3 Research Method
This study employed combination of two highly compatible
techniques such as “systematic review” and “meta-analysis”,

which when used in tandem can provide a powerful, scientific
approach for research synthesis in analysing previous studies
that utilized UTAUT2 model (Ismagilova et al. 2019; Littell
et al. 2008; Rana et al. 2013; Tamilmani et al. 2018a; Trang
and Brendel 2019). The term meta-analysis was first coined
by Glass (1976) referring to analysis of analysis. Metaanalysis is an advanced form of secondary analysis to establish true effect size of various relationships of population
through accumulation of effect sizes from individual studies
facilitated by statistical techniques (Dwivedi et al. 2017; Field
2001). It illuminates discovery of new knowledge that is undetectable otherwise in the isolated parcels of data scattered
amongst individual “primary” studies (Schmidt 1992). Extant
literature review on meta-analysis revealed its four major purposes. First, it functions as a statistical tool to correct sampling
and measurement errors (Schmidt and Hunter 2014). Second,
it allows inclusion of studies with non-significant and contradictory results to derive collective conclusion (Sabherwal
et al. 2006). Third, it serves as a useful method for literature
synthesis to highlight existing knowledge gaps (Lee et al.
2003; Ma and Liu 2004; Wu and Lederer 2009). Fourth, as
an operative instrument for hypothesis testing through conceptual model development (Sabherwal et al. 2006; Sharma
and Yetton 2003; Wu and Lederer 2009). For the above mention reasons, meta-analysis has won widespread recognition
as an indispensable tool to provide rigours, unbiased, trustworthy interventions through clarification and synthesis of
existing research findings and preferred over traditional narrative assessment of conducting literature review (Dwivedi et al.
2019; Eden 2002). Majority of the studies employed metaanalysis on either fixed effect basis or random effects basis.
“Random effects” basis considers individual studies in metaanalysis as part of large population of studies on a given topic.
However, the alternative “fixed effect” model considers effect
size as it is for all studies in the population representing a
“homogenous” case. “Random effect” models for metaanalysis is preferred over “fixed effect” models as the later
overstate the degree of precision in meta-analysis findings
(Hunter and Schmidt 2000). Furthermore, random effect model is considered more realistic as it allows the researcher to
make generalization about the research domain as a whole
without restricting the findings only to studies involved in
meta-analysis (Field 2001). Considering the above advantages, this study employed random effect model for metaanalysis.

3.1 Sample
In order to locate studies needed for meta-analysis, this study
employed “citied reference search” method in bibliographic
databases such as the Scopus and Web of Science that cited
UTAUT2 article i.e. (Venkatesh et al. 2012) from March 2012
to March 2017 (Gurzki and Woisetschlaeger 2017). The cited
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reference search resulted in 1320 citations with contribution of
497 citations from Web of Science and 823 from Scopus. On
further scrutiny, it was found 452 citations were common in
both databases resulting in 868 unique citations for UTAUT2,
which are sum of Scopus unique citations (371), overlap (452)
and Web of Science unique citations (45). The next stage of
screening involved checking availability of fully downloadable articles from 868 citations that resulted in 650 articles for
next stage. Out of 650 articles, only 147 utilized at least one
UTAUT2 construct, the remaining 503 articles just citied
UTAUT2 for generic reason (see Tamilmani et al. 2017 for
review) and hence eliminated from further stages of this study.
Since, journals are more inclined to publish studies with significant results, this study considered studies from non-journal
sources such as dissertations, books and conference proceedings for meta-analysis to refrain from publication bias (Wu
and Du 2012). There were no UTAUT2 based studies from
books and dissertations indexed by Scopus and Web of
Science databases. Table 1 shows the spread of top 20
journals/conferences that published two or more UTAUT2
papers. Computers in Human Behaviour journal emerged as
the topmost with ten UTAUT2 papers; AMCIS was not far
behind with nine papers at second, and ECIS occupied third
spot with six papers. Meanwhile, 77 journals/conferences
each published at least one UTAUT2 paper.

3.2 Coding
Coding rules were developed and deployed to ensure consistency among studies included for meta-analysis. Researchers
established stringent criteria for including and excluding studies to meta-analysis stage from initial pool of 147 UTAUT2
manuscripts. This study selected manuscripts for metaanalysis only when they met all of the following three major
criteria: First, they were empirical not conceptual studies and
tested at least one construct from UTAUT2 theory (Dwivedi
et al. 2019). Second, reported correlation matrix with Pearson
correlation (r) for various relationships amongst the dependant
and independent constructs or other statistics that may be converted to Pearson correlation (r) (see Wu and Lederer 2009)
and third, reported data for the path coefficients (standardized)
(β), reliability of constructs (Cronbach’s α), and sample size
(King and He 2006; Rana et al. 2015). Then the researchers,
carefully checked and compared statistical data of studies with
each other to avoid duplication and to ensure only distinct
studies are included in the meta-analysis (Ma and Liu 2004;
Wu and Du 2012). Only one study was included for analysis
when two or more studies reported findings using the same
data such as articles and proceedings. On the contrary, when a
study reported multiple datasets obtained from different samples, each dataset was included for analysis and treated as an
independent study. This method of treatment is appropriate

and does not violate any assumption of meta-analysis
(Hunter et al. 1982; Wu and Du 2012).

3.3 Analysis
Firstly, this study analysed the mean reliability of various
UTAUT2 constructs to evaluate their internal consistency.
Subsequently, researchers conducted meta-analysis of collected data to determine cumulative value of correlation coefficient (r) and path coefficients (β) for various exogenous/
independent variables (I.V) and endogenous/dependent variables (D.V). This facilitated researchers to determine convergence and divergence among various UTAUT2 path relationships and their correlations. This study conducted metaanalysis on “random effect basis” using comprehensive
meta-analysis software downloaded from the www.metaanalysis.com website. This assumed that the individual
studies were random samples taken from population with
varying effect sizes such that the overall results are
generalizable across the domain. In doing so, meta-analysis
assumptions have incorporated both within-study and between study variance to provide more conservative significance test result (King and He 2006). Table 2 summaries all
possible relationships among nine UTAUT2 constructs namely: 1) Performance Expectancy (PE); 2) Effort Expectancy
(EE); 3) Social Influence (SI); 4) Facilitating Conditions
(FC); 5) Hedonic Motivation (HM); 6) Price Value (PV); 7)
Habit (HA); 8) Behavioural Intention (BI); 9) Use Behaviour
(UB) and their moderators age, gender, and experience (see
Venkatesh et al. 2012, p. 160 for model). In total, ten relationships existed between all UTAUT2 constructs without moderator, whereas the number of relationships surged to 25 with
effects of moderator (see Table 2 for complete list).
This study adapted meta-analytic approach of Rana et al.
(2015) and included only UTAUT2 relationships that are examined three or more times to obtain efficient meta-analysis
correlation coefficient (r) and path coefficients (β). Only the
core UTAUT2 relationships without moderator from Table 2
fulfilled this criterion and were included for meta-analysis.
Since the purpose of this study was to evaluate performance
of UTAUT2 model, relationships among constructs other than
UTAUT2 were not included for meta-analysis.
However, researchers often extend the UTAUT2 model
with other popular theories and constructs depending upon
the research context and focal phenomenon. Therefore, it is
worth mentioning most popular UTAUT2 extensions; Though
this study will only focus on UTAUT2 based relationships
summarised in Table 2. An in-depth examination of
UTAUT2 extensions revealed five constructs such as ‘trust’,
‘perceived risk’, ‘self-efficacy’, ‘attitude’, and ‘personal innovativeness’ as the popular extensions with three or more examinations (Table 3). In terms of the path relationships, ‘Trust’
emerged as the most popular UTAUT2 extension with 13
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Table 1 Spread of UTAUT2
articles approach adapted from
(King and He 2006)

Rank

Journal/Conference

Count

1
2
3
4
5

Computers in Human Behaviour
Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS)
European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS)
Pacific Asia Conference on Information Systems (PACIS)
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)

10
9
6
5
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Industrial Management and Data Systems
International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS)
Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services
International Journal of Hospitality Management
Cogent Business & Management
Computers and Education
Conference on e-Business, e-Services and e-Society
Information Systems Frontiers
International Journal of Information Management
Journal of Air Transport Management
Journal of Computer Information Systems
Journal of Theoretical and Applied Information Technology
Portland International Conference on Management of Engineering and Technology
Psychology and Marketing
Telematics and Informatics
Others

4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
77

examinations on behavioural intention with only one nonsignificant examination. ‘Perceived risk’ emerged as the second most popular extension with nine examinations including
two non-significant results. The third most popular UTAUT2
extension ‘self-efficacy’ involved five examinations in total
with four significant and one non-significant result. The remaining two attributes attitude and personal innovativeness
had three examinations each on behavioural intention that
were only significant.

4 Findings
This section presents findings from UTAUT2 constructs
reliability, correlations, and their path relationships across
60 studies. The number of studies varies for every relationship in the findings Tables 4 to 5 as all UTAUT2
constructs are not incorporated by every study. However,
they all measured at least one UTAUT 2 core relationships (Fig. 1).

4.1 Reliability of UTAUT2 Constructs
Reliability also popularly known as Cronbach’s alpha (α) is
a measure of internal consistency that demonstrates the extent to which all measurement items on a scale measure one
construct (Heale and Twycross 2015). The value of α is

determined through number of quality measurement items
in a construct, their inter relatedness and homogeneity
(Cortina 1993). Table 4 and Fig. 2 provide descriptive statistics of Cronbach’s alpha (α) of various UTAUT2 constructs across meta-analytic studies. Constructs with single
measurement item have Cronbach’s alpha (α) of one and
hence are excluded from analysis. Since, internal consistency is a measure of item-to-item correlation, at least two
measurement items are required to measure Cronbach’s alpha (α) for a construct (Heale and Twycross 2015; King and
He 2006). The value of Cronbach’s alpha (α) ranges from 0
to 1, higher the value of α higher the reliability of construct
and measurement scale used for survey (Santos
1999).Constructs with Cronbach’s alpha (α) value of 0.6
or more are deemed to be reliable (Nunnally 1978).
Table 4 reveals that all UTAUT2 constructs used in metaanalysis are reliable since their average reliability were well
above 0.6 with negligible variance. FC had the least minimum and average reliability values of 0.63 and 0.837 respectively across all constructs. Meanwhile. SI had the
maximum reliability value of 0.989 and EE emerged as the
construct of highest average reliability with value of 0.899.
The box plot in Fig. 2 reveals the average reliability value of
FC as 0.837 and UB as 0.840 are the lowest among all
constructs. The skewed upper quartile reliability values of
UB with border range confirms its highest variance of
0.0071 attributable to the least sample size of ten.
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Table 2 Summary of UTAUT2
relationships Source: Venkatesh
et al. (2012)

Sl. No

Path relationship without
moderator
I.V.➔D.V.
PE → BI

1
2

EE → BI

3

SI → BI

4

FC → BI

5

HM → BI

6

PV → BI

7

HA → BI

8

FC → UB

9

HA → UB

10

BI→UB

4.2 Meta-Analysis of UTAUT2 Correlations
Table 5 presents the summary of zero-order random correlations of all ten UTAUT2 relationships across 60 studies. The
Table 3 Most Popular UTAUT2
extensions

I.V

Sl. No

Path relationship with moderator
I.V.➔D.V.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Moderator

PE → BI

Age
Gender
Age
Gender
Experience
Age
Gender
Experience
Age
Gender
Experience
Age
Gender
Experience
Age
Gender
Age
Gender
Experience
Age

EE → BI

SI → BI

FC → BI

HM → BI

PV → BI
HA → BI

FC → UB

Experience
Age
Gender
Experience
Experience

HA → UB

BI→UB

results reveal that the effect sizes of all correlation were significant at p < 0.00 level. Meta-analysis correlation (r) for all
relationships were considerably higher to their corresponding
UTAUT2 correlations reaffirming on the cumulative effect of

D.V

#

Significant Examinations

Non-significant
examinations

TR

BI

13

Slade et al. (2015b)

PR

BI

9

Alalwan et al. (2015), (2017); Escobar-Rodríguez and
Carvajal-Trujillo (2014); Fakhoury and Aubert (2015); Jia
et al. (2015)(adopters and non-adopters); Lallmahomed et al.
(2017); Qasim and Abu-Shanab (2016); Pfeiffer et al.
(2016); Shaw (2014); Slade et al. (2015a); Zhai and Huang
(2016);
Alalwan et al. (2016); Gao et al. (2015a)(Three samples);
Koenig-Lewis et al. (2015); Slade et al. (2015a), (b)

An et al. (2016); Zhai
and Huang (2016)

SE

BI

5

Alalwan et al. (2015); Lallmahomed et al. (2017); Gao et al.
(2015a) (Full and Medical sample)

Gao et al. (2015a)
(Fitness sample)

AT
PIN

BI
BI

3
3

Hajli and Lin (2016); Koohikamali et al. (2017) (Two Samples)
An et al. (2016); Pfeiffer et al. (2016); Kourouthanassis et al.
(2015)

None
None

[Legend: #: Number of studies; AT: Attitude; D.V: Dependant variable; I.V: Independent Variable; PIN: Personal
innovativeness; PR: Perceived risk; SE: Self-efficacy; TR: Trust].
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Table 4

UTAUT2 constructs descriptive statistics: Method adapted from (King and He 2006)

Average Reliability
Minimum
Maximum
Variance
Number of Samples

PE

EE

SI

FC

HM

PV

HA

BI

UB

0.895
0.749
0.972
0.0029
56

0.899
0.799
0.980
0.0019
53

0.883
0.710
0.989
0.0042
45

0.837
0.630
0.970
0.0044
33

0.888
0.736
0.980
0.0040
36

0.895
0.799
0.980
0.0026
19

0.890
0.737
0.970
0.0041
18

0.896
0.698
0.980
0.0042
56

0.840
0.690
0.940
0.0071
10

meta-analysis. However, meta-analysis(r) correlation ranking
based on strength showed complete departure from UTAUT2
correlations (r) ranking. Among, all UTAUT2 relationships,
Habit was the most highly correlated construct to behavioural
intention with HA↔BI meta-analysis(r) of 0.635. Meanwhile,
facilitating conditions was the least correlated construct to use
behaviour having FC↔UB meta-analysis(r) of 0.399. The
meta-analysis correlation(r) for remaining relationships fell
in between the values of these two relationship types. The
95% confidence interval of EE↔BI correlations ranging from
Low (r) (0.437) to High(r) (0.524) was the narrowest among
all UTAUT2 correlations such that it can explain at least one
confidence within the extent of variance
Figure 3. (a-j) displays the correlation distribution of
UTAUT2 relationships across various studies. The correlations of EE↔BI, FC↔UB, SI↔BI, and FC↔BI were all
positive and normally distributed through narrow range comprising top four least standard deviation (S.D) values of 0.16,
0.165, 0.17 and 0.171 respectively without having much variation between studies. Meanwhile, the histogram of PE↔BI
with long left tail confirms its skewness towards lower correlation values having minimum value of 0.05.
Furthermore, the correlations of HA↔UB, HM↔BI, and
HA↔BI got three topmost S.D. values of 0.362, 0.212, and
0.229 respectively underscoring their divergence with negative correlation values forming long left tail distribution curve.
Table 5. Zero-order random
correlations summary: Method
adapted from (King and He 2006)

Only these three correlations had negative values of −0.44,
−0.056 and − 0.016 respectively reiterating their departure
from other UTAUT2 constructs. Finally, the correlations
values of PV↔BI and BI↔UB followed a normal frequency
distribution over a range of positive values from as minimum
as 0.05 for BI↔UB to maximum value of 0.942 for PV↔BI.

4.3 Meta-Analysis of UTAUT2 Path Coefficients
Consistent with TAM meta-analysis study of King and He
(2006), this study conducted meta–analysis on all path coefficients (β’s) of UTAUT2 structural model using comprehensive meta-analysis software. Table 6 presents the metaanalysis results of path coefficients (β) for all UTAUT2 relationships. The results revealed all the relationships were significant at p < 0.00 level except for PV➔BI and FC➔UB,
which were significant at p < 0.012 and p < 0.001 respectively.
PE → BI (50 studies), EE➔BI (46 studies) and SI➔BI (45
studies) emerged as the three topmost path relationships examined from the UTAUT2 structural model. Meanwhile,
HA➔UB (13 studies), FC➔UB (15 studies) and HA➔BI
(18 studies) were the three least examined UTAUT2 path relationships. This led to further analysis on the outcome variables employed in the 60 UTAUT2 studies. The analysis divulged interesting findings that only 21 studies employed UB
as their outcome variable with all of them utilizing BI as their

Correlation
Type

#

T.S.S.

p(ES)

95%
L(r)

95%
H(r)

UTAUT2
(r)

UTAUT2(r)
Rank

Meta(r)

Meta (r)
Rank

HA↔BI
PE↔BI
HM↔BI
BI↔UB
PV↔BI
FC↔BI

17
55
35
19
20
34

7873
21,990
13,700
8158
5891
14,238

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.541
0.561
0.516
0.468
0.416
0.465

0.714
0.664
0.638
0.651
0.64
0.595

0.40
0.44
0.37
0.42
0.29
0.46

5
3
6
4
9
2

0.635
0.615
0.58
0.566
0.537
0.533

1
2
3
4
5
6

HA↔UB
SI↔BI
EE↔BI
FC↔UB

13
46
52
17

6820
19,595
21,448
8468

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.317
0.410
0.437
0.320

0.658
0.574
0.524
0.473

0.49
0.28
0.29
0.30

1
10
8
7

0.507
0.496
0.481
0.399

7
8
9
10

Legend: H(r): Highest (correlation); L(r): Lowest (correlation); Meta(r): Meta-analysis correlation; p (ES):
Estimated value of p (p value); S.D. (σ): Standard deviation; T.S.S.: Total sample size; #: Number of studies.
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Fig. 1 Meta-analysis flowchart

antecedent. Meanwhile, BI emerged as the most operated endogenous variable with 37 studies hypothesizing BI as outcome variable. Finally, there were couple of studies that
employed radically new outcome variables apart from BI
and UB such as: 1) Job Offer Success (Buettner 2016) and
2) Jobseeker unemployment duration (Huang and Chuang
2016).
Figure 4. (a-j) displays the path coefficients distribution of
UTAUT2 relationships across various studies. The metaanalysis (β) values were consistent with UTAUT2 (β) having
minimal difference on either side comprising both higher and

lesser values unlike meta-analysis correlation (r) where the
values were always higher. The path relationships BI➔UB,
HA➔BI, and HA➔UB emerged as the top three strongest
paths amongst all UTAUT2 relationships in the same order
with meta-analysis (β) values of 0.38, 0.276, and 0.273 respectively. BI➔UB was the strongest and only path comprising all significant values with normal distribution curve
underscoring the convergence. Meanwhile, HA➔UB had the
highest S.D. (0.239) amid all paths that was demonstrated in
divergence of path values extending from as low as −0.13 to
as high as 0.675. The most employed UTAUT2 relationship
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Fig. 2 UTAUT2 Constructs
Reliability

PE➔BI was the fourth strongest path with meta-analysis (β)
0.253 and had the most significant values (45 studies) spread
over normal distribution curve.
HM➔BI was the fifth strongest path with second highest
S.D. (0.197) following unimodal distribution with minimum
value of −0.109 and highest maximum value of 0.85.
FC➔UB, FC➔BI, and SI➔BI are the next three strongest
paths with meta-analysis (β) value of 0.181, 0.153, and
0.138 respectively placing them at sixth, seventh and eighth
position in the same order. Even though these three paths had
negative and non-significant path coefficients, the long right
tail distribution confirms their skewness towards higher positive path coefficients over broader range of values.
Moreover, the second least strong path PV➔BI had metaanalysis (β) (0.125) with half of the studies reporting nonsignificant values. The histogram of PV➔BI was denser towards the lower end comprising lower path coefficient values
with lone exception of a study by Salim et al. (2016), which
reported maximum positive value of 0.714. Finally, the path
EE➔BI despite being the second most frequently examined
path was the weakest of all UTAUT2 relationships
encompassing least meta-analysis (β) (0.102), highest nonsignificant values (20 studies) and lowest minimum path value
(−0.166). In contradiction, the histogram of EE➔BI followed
normal distribution in the narrowest range including least S.D.
(0.117) that laid emphasis on its convergence towards lower
non-significant path values.

5 Discussion
This study conducted meta-analysis on various UTAUT2
structural paths to unfold their convergence and divergence.
UTAUT based theories have been paradox to IS researchers,
on one hand, they solved the plurality riddle through elimination of redundant constructs, on the other hand their complex
interactions amidst various constructs and moderators

hampers the usage of theory as such demanding adaptation
of theory to various context (Venkatesh et al. 2016). The trend
remained the same in the case of UTAUT2 where moderators
could not qualify for meta-analysis due to lack of studies incorporating moderator relationships into their structural
model.

5.1 Summary of Average Reliability (α)
and Meta-Analysis of Correlation (r)
The average reliability (α) value of UTAUT2 constructs
ranged from minimum of 0.837 for facilitating conditions to
maximum of 0.899 for effort expectancy. The lower (α) value
of constructs could be associated to minimum number of measurement items, low inter-relatedness among the items and
heterogeneity of the constructs. On the other hand, constructs
with very high (α) approaching the value of one should be
used with caution as some of the measurement items could be
redundant and testing the same question in different disguise
(Tavakol and Dennick 2011). Nevertheless, a maximum α
value up to 0.90 is recommend as the desirable level of internal consistency (Streiner 2003). Therefore, all UTAUT2 constructs fall within desirable level of α of 0.90 with effort expectancy having highest average reliability of 0.899.
Although reliability is a good measure of internal consistency
of constructs not appropriate enough to evaluate performance
of UTAUT2 path relationships.
This brings spotlight onto the meta-analysis findings from
correlation (r) and path coefficients (β). The meta-analysis
correlation (r) strength ranking as seen from Table 5 displayed
complete departure from the UTAUT2 model correlations
without following any order. Meanwhile, the histograms from
Fig. 3. (a-j) displays magnitude and frequency distribution of
UTAUT2 correlations amongst all relationships. Although,
correlations are better measure than reliability to explain the
strength of relationship between two constructs/variables in
structural model, the advantage ceases to exist beyond that
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Mean: 0.585 Std. Deviation: 0.192
Minimum: 0.05 Maximum: 0.91
(a)

Mean: 0.468 Std. Deviation: 0.170
Minimum: 0.073 Maximum: 0.95
(c)

Mean: 0.464 Std. Deviation: 0.160
Minimum: 0.1562 Maximum: 0.7378
(b)

Mean: 0.512 Std. Deviation: 0.171
Minimum: 0.087 Maximum: 0.831
(d)

Fig. 3 (a) Histogram of Correlations (PE-BI). (b) Histogram of
Correlations (EE-BI) (c) Histogram of Correlations (SI-BI). (d)
Histogram of Correlations (FC-BI) (e) Histogram of Correlations (HM-

BI) (f) Histogram of Correlations (PV-BI) (g) Histogram of Correlations
(HA-BI). (h) Histogram of Correlations (FC-UB) (i) Histogram of
Correlations (HA-UB). (j) Histogram of Correlations (BI-UB)

point. Since correlations between two constructs is computed
standalone based on the measurement items of two constructs
under question without taking the effects other constructs in
the structural model into account. Thus, path coefficients in
structural relationships are better measure than the zero-order
correlations to explain the individual’s acceptance of new
technologies based on UTAUT2 model. Moreover, studies
scarcely report correlation matrices and hence most researchers resort to structural relationships to understand significance of various path relationships (King and He 2006). In
similar vein, this study utilizes meta-analysis path coefficients
(β) ranking as the major criterion to determine the performance of various UTAUT2 path relationships.

5.2 Summary of Effect Sizes
5.2.1 Top Five UTAUT2 Path Relationships
Meta-analysis on UTAUT2 path relationships found BI➔UB
as the strongest path with (β) value of 0.38 across cumulative
sample size of 9436 respondents and 21 studies. This indicates
only 35% (21 studies) employed use behaviour as endogenous
variable while with 37 studies comprising (62%) still majority
of studies of operated BI as endogenous variable. The major
cause for this phenomenon is due to long held notion of IS
researchers that BI could serve as good surrogate of use behaviour. However, Wu and Du (2012) meta-analysis on BI
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Mean: 0.550 Std. Deviation: 0.212
Minimum: -0.056 Maximum: 0.82
(e)

Mean: 0.602 Std. Deviation: 0.229
Minimum: -0.016 Maximum: 0.826
(g)

Mean: 0.454 Std. Deviation: 0.362
Minimum: -0.44 Maximum: 0.794
(i)
Fig. 3 (continued)

Mean: 0.499 Std. Deviation: 0.188
Minimum: 0.1492 Maximum: 0.942
(f)

Mean: 0.387 Std. Deviation: 0.165
Minimum: 0.04 Maximum: 0.578
(h)

Mean: 0.536 Std. Deviation: 0.203
Minimum: 0.05 Maximum: 0.833
(j)
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Table 6 Meta-analysis of path
coefficients (β): Method adapted
from (King and He 2006)

Path
Relationship

#

T.S.S.

p
(ES)

UTAUT2
(β)

UTAUT2
(β) Rank

Meta
(β)

Meta(β)
Rank

Sig
(β)

NonSig (β)

BI→UB
HA → BI
HA → UB
PE → BI
HM → BI
FC → UB
FC → BI
SI → BI
PV → BI
EE → BI

21
18
13
50
33
15
31
45
20
46

9436
8501
6820
20,879
13,036
7878
12,707
18,856
5891
18,948

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.012
0.000

0.33
0.32
0.24
0.21
0.23
0.15
0.16
0.14
0.14
0.16

1
2
3
5
4
8
6
9
9
6

0.380
0.276
0.273
0.253
0.246
0.181
0.153
0.138
0.125
0.102

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

21
15
11
45
29
13
21
31
10
26

0
3
2
5
4
2
10
14
10
20

and UB constructs cautions such notion of IS researchers because it’s not appropriate to study user behaviour without
assessing their actual system usage. However, BI is good indicator of future technology use since majority of consumer
technologies are still evolving. Moreover, none of studies reported non-significant value for BI➔UB underscoring
strength of this path.
The two newly introduced habit-based paths HA → BI and
HA➔UB emerged as second and third strongest paths like the
strength of UTAUT2 paths. While the former HA → BI path
relationship was based on instant activation perspective (IAP)
(Ajzen and Fishbein 2000) in which use behaviour is considered as an accelerated form of conscious use and perceived as
function of behavioural intention. The later, HA➔UB path
relationship based Habit/automaticity perspective (HAP)
(Kim et al. 2005), states use behaviour occur automatically
as a result of past use habits due to habit/automaticity without
formation of evaluation and intention. These relationships together were non-significant only on five instances and need
more validation in terms of number of studies. Habitual behaviour is best predictor of subsequent technology use of applications used on daily basis. In other words, HA➔UB is
better hypothesis in understanding consumer adoption of
well-established and mature technologies. On the other hand
behavioural intention (BI) is better predictor of habit and subsequent use behaviour (UB) for new and rarely used technology applications (Ouellette and Wood 1998; Tamilmani et al.
2018b).
PE➔BI was the fourth strongest path and most employed
UTAUT2 relationship with 50 studies (see Table 6) and only
five (10%) of the 50 studies reported non-significant values
for this path relationship. These findings are consistent with
other individual technology acceptance models of metaanalysis such as TAM (see King and He 2006) that revealed
perceived usefulness a similar construct to performance expectancy as the most significant predictor of behavioural intention. This underscores the predictive validity of performance expectancy in determining individual behavioural

intention towards technology acceptance in UTAUT2 model
and beyond.
The fifth strongest path HM➔BI was by far the most utilized new construct in the UTAUT2 model with 33 studies in
comparison to its counterparts such as HA (31 studies including both BI and UB relationship) and PV (20 studies). For the
HM➔BI path, 29/33 studies around (88%) reported significant values with only remaining 12% reporting nonsignificant values. The four studies that reported nonsignificant values were more focused on utilitarian value of
consumers rather than hedonic motivation such as learning
management system (Ain et al. 2016), online air ticket purchases (Tomás Escobar-Rodríguez and Carvajal-Trujillo
2013), medical respondent samples in wearable healthcare
technology (Gao et al. 2015a) and mobile payment (Oliveira
et al. 2016). Therefore, researchers should be circumspect of
using HM➔BI path relationship in studies focused on utilitarian value(Tamilmani et al. 2019).
5.2.2 Bottom Five Strongest UTAUT2 Path Relationships
The paths FC➔UB and FC➔BI were the sixth and seventh
strongest path respectively in the UTAUT2 model as per metaanalysis (β) findings. Unlike, UTAUT model based on
organisational context where the hypothesis was only from
FC➔UB, in the UTAUT2 model based on consumer context
the hypothesis was both from FC➔UB and from FC➔BI. The
reason being in organisational context the facilitating conditions available to organisation users does not vary from user to
user and remains invariant for all users of technology.
Meanwhile, in consumer context facilitating conditions can
Fig. 4 (a) Histogram of Path Coefficients (PE-BI) (b) Histogram of Path
Coefficients (EE-BI) (c) Histogram of Path Coefficients (SI-BI) (d)
Histogram of Path Coefficients (FC-BI) (e) Histogram of Path
Coefficients (HM-BI) (f) Histogram of Path Coefficients (PV-BI) (g)
Histogram of Path Coefficients (HA-BI) (h) Histogram of Path
Coefficients (FC-UB) (i) Histogram of Path Coefficients (HA-UB) (j)
Histogram of Path Coefficients (BI-UB)
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Mean: 0.246 Std. Deviation: 0.151
Minimum: -0.0321 Maximum: 0.61
(a)

Mean: 0.133 Std. Deviation: 0.143
Minimum: -0.114 Maximum: 0.63
(c)

Mean: 0.233 Std. Deviation: 0.197
Minimum: -0.109 Maximum: 0.85
(e)

Mean: 0.098 Std. Deviation: 0.117
Minimum: -0.166 Maximum: 0.38
(b)

Mean: 0.144 Std. Deviation: 0.168
Minimum: -0.09 Maximum: 0.632
(d)

Mean: 0.113 Std. Deviation: 0.167
Minimum: -0.059 Maximum: 0.714
(f)
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Mean: 0.265 Std. Deviation: 0.180
Minimum: -0.048 Maximum: 0.675
(g)

Mean: 0.256 Std. Deviation: 0.239
Minimum: -0.13 Maximum: 0.675
(i)

Mean: 0.163 Std. Deviation: 0.190
Minimum: -0.054 Maximum: 0.791
(h)

Mean: 0.366 Std. Deviation: 0.162
Minimum: 0.111 Maximum: 0.69
(j)

Fig. 4 (continued)

significantly vary from consumer to consumer depending upon their mobile devices, service providers and so on. Thus,
facilitating conditions in UTAUT2 will act more like perceived behavioural control in the theory of planned behaviour
(TPB) (Ajzen 1991) to influence both behavioural intention
and use behaviour. To that extent, the number of studies utilizing FC➔BI (31 studies) path relationship was considerably
higher than those of FC➔UB (15 studies). However, 10 out 31
studies around 32% reported non-significant value for FC➔BI
and they all had effort expectancy in their model. The plausible explanation for this could be presence of effort expectancy
deter facilitating conditions predicative ability on behavioural
intention that needs in depth exploration (Venkatesh et al.
2003).
SI➔UB was the third most frequently examined UTAUT2
relationship with 45 studies next only to PE➔BI and EE➔BI.

This path was based on assumption that individual’s degree of
intention to use particular technology would be determined by
how important people in their life view them using those technologies (Venkatesh et al. 2003). Although majority of the
studies (around 69%) found this path as significant, they reported minimal path values. Nevertheless, the remaining 31%
studies reported non-significant path values placing this path
in eighth position in terms of meta-analysis (β) strength. This
indicates social influence plays significantly lesser role in
influencing individual intention to use underlying technologies. The role become non-significant especially related to
utilitarian technologies such as mobile banking(Alalwan
et al. 2017; Baptista and Oliveira 2015).
The path PV➔BI employed across 20 studies reported
equally significant (50%) and non-significant (50%) results.
Researchers found this path to be significant when consumers
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found their perceived benefits of using product/services
completely outweighed their perceived cost of acquiring
product/service (Ali et al. 2016; Tamilmani et al. 2018c). On
the contrary, the path reported non-significant values when the
users perceived the product/service offering examined as free
of charge. Non-significant instances of PV➔BI path include
studies on services like “mobile banking” that offers services
without special fees over other modes of financial channels
(Baptista and Oliveira 2015) and products like “Smartphone”
adoption in China where users can get inexpensive phones
from as low as 100 USD (Gao et al. 2015b).
Finally, the path EE➔BI, which is the second most
employed UTAUT2 relationship was the weakest with 20
studies reporting non-significant values for this path most in
terms of absolute number resulting in lowest meta-analysis
(β) of 0.102. These findings are consistent with TAM (see
King and He 2006) meta-analysis that revealed the path
EU➔BI, between perceived ease of use(PEOU), a similar
construct to effort expectancy, and behavioural intention as
non-significant in 30 out of 67 studies. Moreover, recent study
on continued use of “perceived ease of use” in technology
adoption research questions the inevitable use of the construct
based on the premise that it was part of original theoretical
lens adopted by researchers in this case UTAUT2.
Furthermore, the study cautions the usage of effort expectancy
construct in research involving existing/experienced/specialist
users of technology, developed countries, and mandatory systems usage. Nevertheless, the study recommends inclusion of
PEOU/EE in technology adoption research involving non/
early adopters, new technology and developing countries context (Rana et al. 2017).

5.3 Implications for Theory and Practice
The findings of this meta-analysis study offer several implications for research and practice alike. This study presents the
cumulative findings on convergence and divergence of various path relationships in UTAUT2 model. On the one hand,
researchers can observe even the best predictors such as
PE➔BI could yield non-significant results in certain context.
On the other hand, the path EE➔BI is continuously used in
understanding individual technology adoption despite giving
most inconsistent results. To that extent, this meta-analytic
study on UTAUT2 model could serve as guideline for researchers in consumer adoption arena for selecting most appropriate constructs in their research model. For instance, the
studies that reported non-significant path values for HM➔BI
focused on utilitarian value of consumer’s rather than hedonic
motivation. This call for researchers to be more cautions while
operationalizing their constructs from existing theory/model
to make necessary adaptations or omit irrelevant constructs
depending upon context rather than having obligation to replicate all the constructs in underpinning model/theory. In

addition, researches should be more cautious in employing
effort expectancy and facilitating conditions together since
presence of effort expectancy could deter facilitating conditions predictive ability on behavioural intention. Furthermore,
the inclusions of moderator variables into UTAUT theories
was a radical departure from then popular technology acceptance model such as TRA, TPB, and TAM. Moderators could
run into the risk of being completely irrelevant in certain settings and for that reason may not be universally applicable to
all context (Dwivedi et al. 2019).
Moreover, practitioners can prioritise their focus on
attributes with stronger predictive strength in determining
individual intention to accept and use technology. Habit
emerged as strongest determinant of individual technology use. Therefore, it would be appropriate for marketers
to develop interventions such as product trails enabling
prospective customers to experience the products that
could ultimately lead to habit development and purchase.
The next two strongest predictors are performance expectancy and hedonic motivation. Hedonic motivation mostly
appeals to early adopters that eventually fades out, once
consumers gain experience on using product its efficiency
outweighs all other attributes (Venkatesh et al. 2012). In
other words, organisations can survive during early stage
of product life cycle with acquisition of early adopters by
offering novel product features. However, in order to
thrive and capture market share they should offer compelling product during later stage of product life cycle that
can efficiently improve/provide solution for the intended
purpose of consumers underscoring the role of performance expectancy. As far as, facilitating conditions is
concerned they can play a huge role in forming consumer’s behavioural intention to use technology/product/
service. Since, facilitating conditions available to consumers may not be equal for all, organisations should take
necessary interventions like providing product display in
retail outlets for consumers to experience, on-line tutorials
on product usage, free trail session and so on depending
on the context. This effort of normalising facilitating condition across consumers will attract more prospective customers to experience the product and ultimately lead to
purchase. Organisations can also leverage on other less
strong factors such as the impact of social influence on
consumer decision-making process by employing celebrities for advertising campaigns and reference groups to
promote purchase/usage of their product/services
(Chaouali et al. 2016). Finally, though the impact of price
value is less significant to acquire new customers for free
to use products/services, organisations should offer
products/services of extra ordinary value to the customers
than their perceived cost in order to price their offerings
appropriately to acquire and retain consumers (Hellier
et al. 2003; Ravald and Grönroos 1996).
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5.4 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Researchers conducted this meta-analytic investigation in
similar vein to studies (e.g., King and He 2006; Rana et al.
2015; Wu and Du 2012) to synthesise meaningful data
scattered across various UTAUT2 based primary studies.
Notwithstanding, the precautionary methods taken for metaanalysis in terms of coding, the interpretation of findings from
this research should be interpreted in lights of some limitation.
First, the studies involved for meta-analysis were limited to
only two databases Web of Science and Scopus that restricted
the number of empirical studies available for meta-analysis.
Future, meta-analytic studies on UTAUT2 should include a
large number of studies from wider range of databases to
minimize publication bias for superior effect size. Second, this
study was not able to conduct meta-analysis on moderating
variables’ effect on UTAUT2 model partly due to insufficient
data reported for this relationship type. In future researchers
with large pool of data should examine the variance in metaanalysis effect size of UTAUT2 model with and without its
moderators such as age, gender and experience. However, the
omission of moderator for meta-analysis should not undermine the results of this study based on direct effects alone
rather to be viewed in the light of limitations hindering the
examination of UTAUT2 model on its entirety. Third, this
study found meta-analysis of path coefficients (β) as better
measure to evaluate strength of path relationships and theoretical model than average reliability and summary of zero-order
correlation (r). Nevertheless, this study did not compute R2
value to explain the variance among path relationships. Future
researchers should explore robust statistical method to compute R2 and could use in combination with meta-analysis of
path coefficients (β) to provide holistic view on performance
of UTAUT2 theoretical model. Finally, this study restricted
meta-analysis only to UTAUT2 path relationships. Future
studies should include external relationships into metaanalysis to shed light on frequently used external constructs
alongside with UTAUT2 and its possible theoretical adaptations. Despite these limitations, this first comprehensive metaanalysis study on UTAUT2 model provides directions for academics and practitioners alike in terms of its suitability across
various contexts.

6 Conclusion
This study-fulfilled the objective of performing meta-analysis
on UTAUT2 empirical studies through computation of mean
reliability, summary of zero-order correlation, and cumulative
path coefficients (β). This meta-analysis study spanning
across 60 studies involving more than 1,22,000 cumulative
observations divulged large sample evidence on strength, convergence and divergence between various relationships in

UTAUT2 structural model. The noteworthy findings emerging from this research are as follows: 1) UTAUT2 moderators
could not qualify for meta-analysis due to scarcity of empirical
studies with moderators and their complexity paradox in interaction amongst variables; 2) Meta-analysis of path coefficients (β) is better measure to evaluate strength of path relationships in theoretical model than average reliability and
summary of zero-order correlation (r).; 3) BI➔UB was the
strongest path of all UTAUT2 relationship with all 21 studies
reporting significant values emphasizing its strength; 4)
PE➔BI the most employed UTAUT2 relationship also had
most significant values to emerge as one of the best predicator
of consumer behavioural intention to technology acceptance
in the UTAUT2 model and beyond; 5) The continuous usage
of EE➔BI the least strongest path of all UTAUT2 relationship
is cautioned and questioned. Ironically, the path EE➔BI was
the most converging among all the path with least standard
deviation and the construct EE had the highest average reliability; and 6) Behavioural Intention (BI) was the most operated endogenous variable with 37 studies followed by Use
behaviour (UB) in 21 studies.
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